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“Money is just mankind’s way to keep score in the 
game of life.”

—Attributed to Emery Franz, President of the Lyran 
Free Traders Association, 2807.

Historically, the Lyran economy has always been the strongest 
in the Inner Sphere, a result of the government’s partner-
ship with business rather than domination of it. Where other 

nations strive to control the power and infl uence of their various in-
terstellar corporations, the Lyran government has traditionally gone 
out of its way to encourage the growth of new businesses and the 
expansion of older ones. By investing heavily in many industries and 
promoting trade between member worlds with tax incentives and 
benefi ts, the government helped create a fl ourishing and diverse 
economy that serves to unify and strengthen the entire realm with-
out the state’s direct interference. What truly sets this system apart 
from other free market economies is that the Lyran government 
encourages the growth of its luxury trade as much as its military in-
dustries. This policy allows the realm to prosper in war and in peace, 
achieving a standard of living not seen since the Golden Age of the 
Star League.

NATIONAL ECONOMY
The cornerstone of the Lyran state is its economy, hardly surpris-

ing considering the realm’s origin as the merger of three prominent 
mercantile alliances. To regulate business and keep its economy 
strong, the Lyran Alliance relies heavily on free enterprise, but also 
exerts varying levels of infl uence to keep the lines of trade open for 
all of its worlds, assuring that no Lyran population goes without basic 
necessities such as food, drinkable water, shelter and transportation.

To make the economy work and unify the realm, the Alliance gov-
ernment maintains only three primary institutions, preferring to let 
most businesses regulate themselves with minimal guidance. These 
institutions are the six Alliance Mints, where all hard currency in the 
realm is printed and pressed; the Alliance Reserve Bank, which has 
braches on every member world, regulates the money supply and is 
entrusted with the savings of the nations’ citizens and corporations; 
and the fi ve major Alliance Stock Exchanges, where investors buy 
and sell stock in thousands of local and interstellar companies.

COLD, HARD CASH: THE ALLIANCE MINTS
Few nations in history have survived as united realms in the 

absence of a single, hard currency accepted and respected by all 
citizens, and the Lyran Alliance is no exception. The nation’s six mints 
print all paper currency and press all coinage to support the hard 
cash needs of the Lyran economy.

LYRAN UNITS OF CURRENCY AND EXCHANGE RATES

 Unit Value Coin Metal (Image) Paper Color (Image/Reverse Image)
 10,000 K None Blue/Gold (Robert Marsden/Original Lyran lyre logo)

 1,000 K None Blue/Silver (Katherine Steiner/Original capital city, Arcturus)

 500 K None Blue/White (Tatyana Steiner/Hesperus II factories)

 100 K None Blue/Yellow (Elizabeth Steiner/LCS Invincible)

 50 K None Blue/Purple (Robert Steiner/Alarion’s Port Sydney shipyards)

 20 K** None Blue/Blue (Katrina Steiner/FedCom insignia)

 10 K None Blue/Blue (Frederick Steiner/Zeus BattleMech)

 5 K Gold-Platinum (Katrina Steiner) Blue/Green (Katrina Steiner/Star League logo)

 1 K Gold (Peter Steiner-Davion) Blue/Gray (Peter Steiner-Davion/The Triad)

 0.50 K Silver (Melissa Steiner-Davion*) None

 0.25 K Silver-Nickel (Arthur Steiner-Davion) None

 0.10 K Nickel-Copper (Angela Franks*) None

 0.05 K Zinc-Copper (Alistair Steiner) None

 0.01 K Copper (Katherine Steiner) None

* These coins occasionally depict commemorative events such as major battles, the latest of which were the Coventry Memorial 0.10 coin, issued from 

3059-3062, and the Star League Commemorative 0.50 coin, fi rst issued in 3067 and slated to end production in January of 3069.

** The 20 kroner bill has been out of print since 3058.

Exchange Rates (1 September 3067):
 S-Bill C-bill D-bill M-bill R-bill L-bill K-bill
 (kroner) (C-bill) (pound) (eagle) (krona) (yuan) (ryu)
 1.00 0.85 1.03 0.95 1.41 1.71 1.11
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Though the Alliance Reserve Bank system regulates their output, 
these mints are impregnable fortresses whose massive warehouses 
are said to be fi lled fl oor to ceiling daily with freshly minted cash. 
The mints are located on fi ve worlds also occupied by the Alliance’s 
largest stock exchanges—Donegal, Skye, Bolan, Australia and 
Alarion—while a sixth stands in Tharkad City. It is said that thieves 
have never compromised any of these facilities since the founding of 
the Lyran state, making them the most secure of the nation’s fi nan-
cial institutions.

The hard cash printed at these mints fl ows through all levels of 
Lyran society even though a majority of the people fi nd the elec-
tronic “smart card” system equally effi  cient.  At the base of this hard 
cash system is the kroner—its name originating from the currency 
of several Scandinavian nations on pre-spacefl ight Terra—which is 
further subdivided into 100 pfennigs.  Kroner and pfennigs are ac-
cepted on every Lyran world as easily as ComStar C-bills, though local 
exchange rates may vary slightly.

In general, kroner come in paper bills, also called S-bills (“S” for 
House Steiner), color coded for easy recognition and featuring an 
image of a Lyran Archon on one side and a famous event in Lyran 
history on the other.  Coins are minted in gold or silver alloys, de-
pending on their worth, and also depict Lyran leaders or—in rare 
instances—heroes of the realm, while the fl ipside bears the national 
standard.  Occasionally, the Lyran mints issue commemorative coins, 
recognizing famous events or memorializing lost national leaders or 
heroes. All such images and likenesses are commissioned by some 
of the fi nest craftsmen in the Alliance, making each S-bill and coin as 
much a work of art as a unit of monetary exchange.

BUDGET AND RESERVES: THE ALLIANCE RESERVE BANK
If the kroner is the lifeblood of the Lyran economy, the Alliance 

Reserve Bank is its heart.  Headquartered in Tharkad City, with branch 
offi  ces on every populated world in the realm, the Alliance Reserve 
Bank monitors the money supply and acts in subtle ways through 
its own policies and its private subsidiaries—commercially run, but 
government-licensed and monitored local banks—to maintain the 
strength of Lyran currency.

Before the formation of the Federated Commonwealth, the Lyran 
kroner was the strongest currency in the Inner Sphere, rivaling even 
the ComStar C-bill, but the drain on resources during the integration 
of the Steiner and Davion realms temporarily weakened it as both 
states adopted it as their common currency.  With the Clan invasion, 
the fall of the Tamar Pact worlds and the Lyran secession, the kroner 
took several critical hits through the 3050s and 3060s, weakening its 
value.  Only today, in the aftermath of the FedCom Civil War, has it 
begun to recover, but the once-mighty S-bill remains slightly weaker 
than the ComStar C-bill and the Marik eagle.

National Resources
As part of the Lyran Ministry of Finance, the Reserve Bank is 

authorized to take older currency out of circulation and release new 
currency through the Alliance mints.  To back up the value of this 
currency, the Reserve Bank maintains a stockpile of precious metals 
and other commodities, ranging from silver and gold to rare gem-
stones, radioactives and water (a prized commodity on drier worlds).  
Because such raw materials may vary in value from world to world, 

these commodities are balanced against the national germanium 
reserves, the economic standard used by the Lyrans since the time of 
the original Star League.

To accomplish this balance, the Reserve Bank buys and sells 
a portion of its local stockpiles to match the relative value of the 
nation’s raw germanium supply, assuring that the Lyran currency 
it supports largely retains its strength throughout the realm.  This 
enables the kroner to be equally potent on some backwater Lyran 
planet near the Rim Collection as it is on Tharkad or Skye.  The fact 
that the Alliance Reserve Bank has maintained this balancing act 
across hundreds of worlds for so many centuries is a testament to the 
skill, integrity and resources of the institution.

The exact resource base in kroner or C-bills for a realm encom-
passing as many worlds as the Alliance is nearly incalculable.  A 
typical Lyran world’s gross planetary product ranges from around 
fi ve hundred million kroner to almost fi ve billion on a major world, 
with the average citizen’s annual per capita income hovering just 
over seventeen thousand kroner.  On the national level, the Lyran 
economy sees a constant fl ow of trillions of kroner a year, much of 
it in programs that so overlap with local economies and infrastruc-
ture as to make it almost impossible to determine how much comes 
from Tharkad and how much from regional or local government. 
Though much of these monies are spent supporting the Lyran mili-
tary, logistics, bureaucracy and the vast military-industrial complex, 
the historical benefi cence of many past Archons has seen taxpayer 
kroners supporting social programs throughout the state, investing 
heavily in universities, medicine, research, fi ne arts, corporate devel-
opment, business loans and a broad range of humanitarian causes.

NATIONAL COMMERCE: THE ALLIANCE STOCK EXCHANGES
Of course, all the resources and cash in the universe do not a 

strong economy make.  Supporting the nation’s high standard of liv-
ing and widening its tax base are a multitude of corporations, large 
and small.  Ranging in goods and services from the humblest trinkets 
to the most sophisticated examples of modern military hardware, 
these companies produce and provide for all the needs and wants 
a Lyran citizen could have, creating jobs as well as products and 
maintaining the strength of the Alliance economy.  As the Alliance 
Reserve Bank is the heart of the economy, the nation’s industry is its 
muscle, and the stock exchanges lie at the core of this industrial and 
commercial might.

The stock markets are the epitome of Lyran capitalism that main-
tains the fl ow of money throughout the realm.  Investors buy stocks 
and bonds, boosting the fi nancial strength of their chosen companies 
and institutions, in exchange for a say in the direction of the company’s 
aff airs, or on the promise of riches as the institution prospers.  Though 
not every industry, commodity or company may be available through 
these markets—on the national or the local level—this system repre-
sents an easy way to gauge the health of the Lyran economy.

Interplanetary Trading
Interplanetary trading throughout the Alliance takes place in 

one of the fi ve major stock exchanges, which are maintained by the 
Lyran government.  Located on Australia, Bolan, Donegal, Skye and 
Alarion, a major Alliance Stock Exchange (ASE) facility represents 
each of the nation’s provinces.  These exchanges provide investors 
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with ready access to every publicly traded corporation that does 
interstellar-level business within the Lyran Alliance (plus a few that 
exist beyond Alliance borders).

Heavily reliant on the HPG network, the major Alliance Exchanges 
are hubs of communications and trade for stocks and commercial 
information, making their homeworlds a prime spot for the industry-
minded to gather and follow market trends.  Because they receive their 
information much more quickly and consistently than local trading hubs 
off -world (which often receive their ASE information days or weeks after 
the fact), investors in the larger corporations or their brokers often reside 
on these worlds to be as close to the action as possible.

This centralization and government administration of the major 
Alliance Exchanges allows the government to exercise its limited au-
thority over business in order to ensure that insider trading and other 
unscrupulous investment strategies do not abuse the free market 
system.  In support of the government’s responsibilities, the Ministry 
of Finance and the Alliance Business Ethics Board also maintain of-
fi ces on these major exchange worlds.

Local Trade
On the planetary level, trade is less regulated and policed by 

the national government, in keeping with the Lyran belief that 
member worlds have the right to determine the course of their own 
economies.  However, for all the potential diff erences, local stock ex-
changes boil down to two distinct formats: local ASE hubs and local 
stock exchanges (LSEs).

The fi rst are the off -world hubs of the ASE, which deal with the 
same major companies that do business on the interplanetary level.  
However, these hubs receive information more slowly, updating 
weekly as opposed to hourly.  Though these lags have done much to 
create balance in the markets by off setting runaway “panic sell-off s” 
and similar events, thus further stabilizing and strengthening the 
Lyran economy, they can represent a greater risk to investors who 
rely on more precise and timely information.

The second type of planetary-level stock market is often referred to 
as a Local Stock Exchange (LSE).  These markets focus almost exclusively 
on local (usually on-planet) 
companies open to public 
trading, rather than the 
larger interstellar conglom-
erates, performing the same 
function as the ASE but on 
a much smaller scale.  On 
major worlds, these markets 
often include some of the 
interstellar businesses as 
well that are trading in the 
immediate area, providing 
a degree of overlap with the 
ASEs, but rather than being 
administered by the Lyran 
government, these markets 
are typically maintained by 
private corporations.

INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE
Trade between realms is far less regulated than internal 

trading, though the government does have a hand in fostering 
it.  Numerous Alliance border worlds, such as Gienah and Solaris 
VII, are regarded as centers for international trade, ports of call 
for free traders to conduct business beyond national borders.  
Security on these worlds is generally tight, but innocuous enough 
to prevent interference with legitimate trade, the primary con-
cern being to limit the sale of restricted items to foreign powers 
and to check for contraband or other security breaches among 
incoming shipments.

Military patrols and intelligence operatives are commonly 
active on such border worlds and others all along the nation’s 
boundaries, hoping to secure them against potential aggressors 
and minimize the traffic of illicit commodities in both directions. 
At the same time the government offers incentives for free trad-
ers willing to venture beyond Alliance borders.  Loan guarantees 
and tax credits, in exchange for a cut of the profit, are often part 
of a free trader’s licensing process to operate outside of Alliance 
space, along with rider clauses authorizing the realm to assign 
security or escorts to merchants believed to be undertaking a 
particularly dangerous trade route.  In this way, the Alliance gains 
some of the profits from international sales and may also acquire 
valuable intelligence during the performance of a merchantman’s 
routine transactions.

In some cases, the Lyran government has been even more proac-
tive in encouraging international trade, contracting out its own fl eet 
of merchants or privateers to venture across hostile borders, often to 
open new markets where none existed.  Some believe such eff orts 
have less to do with commerce than with sowing the seeds of dis-
sent among other realms, a centuries-old eff ort by the Lyran state to 
addict its enemies to Lyran goods, then use their powerful economic 
might to strong-arm that enemy into submission without fi ring a 
shot.  For this reason, such expeditions—government-funded or 
not—often encounter some degree of hostility when opening new 
markets in foreign territory.  
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MAJOR INDUSTRIES
As one of the Inner Sphere’s most developed nations, the Lyran 

Alliance is home to a number of large industries.  Off ering products 
and services of nearly every conceivable variety, many of these cor-
porations have grown to mammoth proportions, their infl uence felt 
far and wide not just within Lyran territory, but in neighboring states 
as well.  During the union with the Federated Suns, many of these 
companies set up shop in the Davion realm, and instantly graduated 
to international status after the secession of 3057.

The following profi les describe just a few of the largest conglom-
erates currently active in the Lyran Alliance, excluding those devoted 
primarily or solely to defense; the standard listing for each company 
on the Lyran Alliance Stock Exchange is found in parenthesis follow-
ing each company name.

NASHAN DIVERSIFIED (NasDiv)
Main Headquarters: Wellington’s Eyrie (Donegal), New 

Toronto (Coventry), Savarius (Gallery), Tharkad City (Tharkad), Gulf 
Breeze Station (Gulf Breeze), Mont Vert City (Furillo), Nashan SkyFab 
(Alarion)

CEO: Duchess Margaret Doons
Main Products (Nashan Computers, Coventry): Personal and 

commercial computers and software
Main Products (Nashan Foods, Donegal): Food (basic and 

gourmet)
Main Products (Nashan Architectural of Donegal): Building 

design and construction
Main Products (Nashan Shipping, Donegal): Freight services 

(transcontinental and interstellar)
Main Products (Nashan Pharmaceuticals, Donegal): Medicinal 

drugs and medical supplies
Main Products (Nashan Communications and Entertainment, 

Gallery): Entertainment and news
Main Products (Nashan Underwriters of Tharkad): Financial 

and legal services
Main Products (Nashan Mining of Gulf Breeze): Raw material 

mining and refi ning
Main Products (N&D Targeting Computers of Furillo): 

Military sensors and targeting systems*
Main Products (N&D Shipyards of Alarion): Scout and 

Merchant JumpShips, plus space stations*
Main Products (N&D WorkMechs of Furillo): Agro, 

Construction, and Mining ’Mechs*

*N&D Targeting Computers and N&D Shipyards are joint holdings 
of Nashan Diversifi ed and Defi ance Industries of Hesperus II.

Profi le:
 Corporate pamphlets say Nashan Diversifi ed was founded in 

2795, but the company dates back much farther to the time of the 
Star League, when it was known as the Ns-Shan Computer Tracking 
Company, a fl edgling small business specializing in information tech-
nologies.  Over the decades after the League’s collapse, Ns-Shan began 

to market its own line of quality personal computers at rates competi-
tors could not match, severely undercutting its rivals and securing a 
hefty 30 percent of the Lyran computer market by 2795. That same 
year, the company formally changed its name to Nashan Diversifi ed 
and began an aggressive campaign to buy up smaller companies from 
the cash reserves it had built up in the wake of the Star League’s fall.

Today, Nashan Diversifi ed’s yellow, green and blue corporate logo 
fl ies over the corporate headquarters of eight major divisions and a host 
of satellite offi  ces throughout Alliance territory. These holdings repre-
sent the interstellar conglomerate’s most recent growth spurt, which 
began more than fi fty years ago when Margaret Doons took charge of 
the family business.  Through backroom deals with other major busi-
nesses—most notably Defi ance of Hesperus II, which has become a full 
partner of Nashan Diversifi ed in three additional ventures—and govern-
ment agencies, Nashan absorbed a host of failing companies in recent 
decades, including Baker Pharmaceuticals, Kelly Communications and 
the Gulf Breeze Mining Union.  Many of these companies were subse-
quently reorganized and integrated into the Nashan family, though 
some—such as Baker—were virtually liquidated and the company as-
sets transferred to Nashan’s newer Donegal offi  ces.

Today, Nashan Diversifi ed off ers products as wide-ranging as 
space station and surface building construction, foodstuff s and 
pharmaceuticals, legal services and entertainment, and even mili-
tary electronics and WorkMechs.  Though the company’s ruthless 
approach to business and penchant for shady deals has brought it 
before the government’s Business Ethics Board, these reviews have so 
far led to nothing more serious than heavy fi nes.  As one might expect 
from the Alliance’s largest company, Nashan can aff ord the fi nest legal 
representation when allegations of wrongdoing arise, and maintains 
a corporate legal staff  almost as ruthless as the company’s infamous, 
ultra-elite Black Guards security force, which is said to secretly back up 
the regular security troops at all Nashan facilities in the realm.

ACRUX AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRIES (AxAgriIn)
Main Headquarters: Illampu (Acrux)
CEO: Grafi na Leslie Rosado of Illampu District
Main Products: Food and food distribution services

Profi le:
 Acrux Agricultural narrowly avoided bankruptcy in the early 

3020s after undergoing a major reorganization under then-CEO 
Carma Rosado, who assumed control of the company after its last 
president made off  with most of its cash and assets in 3019.  To stave 
off  fi nancial oblivion, Rosado opened distribution routes in the Free 
Worlds League and the Circinus Federation, but still had to downsize 
the company somewhat through the leaner years.  The alliance with 
the Federated Suns enabled the company to expand its infl uence 
into the Davion realm as well, with a satellite company established 
on Farwell.  Unfortunately, this international link did not survive the 
breakdown of the Commonwealth in 3057.  Already reeling from a 
brief covert war with Free Worlds competitors and their cultivated 
Farmers Liberation Resistance Movement against its Valloire farm-
lands, Acrux was forced to sell off  its Farwell centers rather than risk 
its limited transport assets in Chaos March crossings.
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